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The Secretary of Defense has set a goal to reduce preventable 
mishaps by 50 percent. We are making great strides toward fulfilling that goal 
by strengthening existing safety programs and implementing several innovative 
flight, ground , and weapons safety programs. Our focus in Air Combat 
Command is to ensure safety is an integral part of everything we do. Before 
turning over the reigns of Air Combat Command, I want to take this opportunity 
to review the safety achievements from the past year and the challenges 
before us. 

Our flight safety successes include a 66 percent reduction in Class A 
mishaps during FY04 versus FY03. Scheduling dedicated safety days into the 
annual flying hour program has proven invaluable in focusing aviators on safe 
flight practices. Likewise, Flight Leadership Focus Days identified unit safety 
concerns and communicated them through the Numbered Air Forces to HQ 
ACC , where corrective actions and mishap prevention initiatives could be 
shared throughout the flying community. Sharing flight mishap vignettes within 
5 days of an accident out-brief and stick-to-the-basics campaigns have also 
provided valuable training opportunities for both new and experienced aviators. 
All of these flying safety initiatives, coupled with our active Operational Risk 
Management program, have helped ACC lead the Air Force in reducing flight 
mishaps . In fact, during FY04 ACC experienced only five rate-producing 
mishaps- the lowest in command history. 

Regarding ground safety, ACC was the first command to provide 
definitive guidance for motorcycle training when we required all riders , regard
less of their rank , to be briefed on riding safety and responsibility before 
operating a motorcycle. As a result, motorcycle fatal mishap rates are down 11 
percent, but still show we have a long way to go in this area . Our safety 
grams, mishap vignettes, and fatality VTCs have "put a face in front of the 
numbers," driving the safety message home to our ACC family. We've also 
established the "Airmen Helping Airmen" program, designed to prevent life
threatening accidents through direct intervention- Airmen helping each other 
identify and then alter risky behavior or potentially hazardous situations. 
These ground safety programs and your efforts have put us on our way toward 
meeting the Secretary's challenge. 

The ACC Weapons Safety community has just completed its fourth 
consecutive year with "zero" weapons Class A mishaps- an extraordinary 
ACC record-breaking safety accomplishment. We've also achieved a 15 
percent decrease in weapons Class B and C mishaps in FY03, and a 55 
percent reduction in Class D mishaps in FY04. Additionally, we've closed over 
50 percent of the command 's open Dull Swords- helping to resolve signifi
cant resource protection issues and providing sound nuclear safety advice to 
the field . This active mishap prevention program, 
which includes a monthly newsletter, ensures 
Airmen are up to speed on the latest safety 
techniques and procedures . 

You have served your country well these 
past 3 years , and I am proud to have served with 
you as your commander. Train hard. Fight hard . 
Do it all safely. You , America 's Airmen are critical 
to our nation 's security and prosperity. Stay 
focused o,n safety; we can 't do without you. 

General Hal M. Hornburg, 
Commander 
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Lengthy missions can change
sleep schedules by about 12 h

and fatigue is becoming a hue

le di
Capt Daniel Diehl, Ellsworth AFB, S D

crewmembers'
ours for each flight,
e factor ...
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Being deployed to a beautiful
tropical island in support of
Operations ENDURING
FREEDOM and IRAQI FREE-

DOM might not seem like a hard-
ship TDY, but when you are flying
every third day with an average
sortie duration of 15-17 hours, you
don't get much time to hang out
on the beach. In fact, US Air
Forces, US Central Command
(CENTAF) had lengthened the
maximum amount of flying hours
a crew could fly, and many de-
ployed crewmembers were rapidly
approaching the expanded limit.
The lengthy missions also
changed crewmembers' sleep
schedules by about 12 hours for
each flight, and fatigue was be-
coming a huge factor. Here is my
story of one such fatiguing mis-
sion.

I had recently returned from
a month at the Combined Air Op-

erations Center (CAOC) as the
B-1 Liaison Officer (LNO) and
was entering the flying sched-
ule well rested. The other three
members of my crew had not
had that luxury. Sitting in the
mission brief that evening, we
were all expecting the standard
15-17 hour mission: fly to Af-
ghanistan, orbit for a couple
hours (maybe do a show of
force or act as a communica-
tion relay), and fly back to the
deployed location.

Because of the strenuous
mission requirements, the Air
Force has provided for our
safety thru AFIs, regulations,
and flight restrictions to include
"go-pills." These amphet-
amines, issued through flight
medicine, help crewmembers
remain alert when there is no
opportunity for sleep. Earlier in
the year I had flown several 12-

hour combat missions in the
skies over Iraq and found that I

didn't need the "go pills." This
was reinforced during the first
couple sorties on this particular
deployment; therefore, I never
went to the flight doc for my is-
sue of pills. This night proved me
wrong.

After takeoff and the first air
refueling, the crew settled in for
the standard long flight into coun-
try. Things went "normal" for the
first 4.5 hours and then it began
to get interesting. There was a
Troops in Contact (TIC) situation
developing and the CAOC
wanted us to respond to the area
as soon as possible. The CAOC
asked how quickly we could
make it into country and if fuel
was an issue. Fuel wasn't a
problem, so like any self-respect-
ing pilot in this situation, I pushed
the throttles up and sat back to
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see what the en-
gines would give
us.

We arrived
over the TIC almost
an hour earlier than
our tasked vulner-
ability period and
acquired the
ground troops visu-
ally. After being on
station for approxi-
mately 30 minutes,

Be prepared,
Check out the "go pills"

from the flight surgeon ...

other Air Force assets arrived on
scene and we climbed to a
higher altitude for better fuel con-
sumption. Pushing up the
throttles to get into country early
burned all the extra fuel we
needed to make our second
scheduled air refueling, so the
CAOC diverted us south toward
a different tanker. After turning
south, the CAOC informed us
that if we could turn towards the
northern part of the country, a
tanker would be available
sooner. If we were unable to re-
fuel for any reason with the
northern tanker, we would be
forced to divert into Afghanistan.
Diverting was not a good option
for the B-1, but the CAOC as-
sumed the risk and turned us to-
wards the northern tanker.

The fuel we received from
the northern tanker allowed us
to make our second (now third)
tanker refueling scheduled mid-
way through our vulnerability
window. The third tanker topped
off our tanks, and during the re-
fueling, we were directed to pro-
ceed to eastern Afghanistan and
report to an Other Governmen-
tal Agency (OGA) asset. After
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contact, we received seven tar-
gets and coordinated for a
combined attack with a num-
ber of other airframes includ-
ing A-10s and AC-130s.

As the first striker over
target, we became the de-facto
package commander and as-
sumed package commander
responsibilities including timing
and fire deconfliction between
the CAOC, OGA, and the
members of the strike package.
During this process, we added
two more refueling missions to
extend our aircraft's loiter time
over the target. When the mis-
sion was completed, we had
provided nearly 11 hours of
coverage over Afghanistan and
logged a flight time of 21.7
hours, the longest B-1 combat
mission ever, utilizing six tank-
ers and logging 2 hours of to-
tal time on the refueling boom.

As we stepped to the jet
that day, we had no idea that
the sortie would last 5 hours
longer than the normal mission.
My biggest lesson learned dur-
ing this marathon flight was the
need to be prepared for any-
thing. I was the only member
of the flight who did not sign out
"go-pills" and approximately
three quarters of the way
through the vulnerability period
was so sleep deprived that I

turned to the aircraft com-

mander and asked him to fly for
the next 30 minutes. I awoke 45
minutes later and was brought up
to speed by the crew on what was
going on. It doesn't take a genius
to figure out that losing one person
on a four-man crew detracts sub-
stantially from mission effective-
ness.

B-1 s have flown many
longer flights, including ferry
flights and global power mis-
sions. Those flights and com-
bat missions have one major dif-
ference: there is no time to plan
naps during a vulnerability pe-
riod when the crew is receiving
and prosecuting targets.

The other lesson I learned
is that "go-pills" take about an
hour to kick in. If you wait to take
them until you actually need
them, it's too late. It's better to
have the "go-pills" and not need
them than to have your combat
mission extended by 5 hours
and need them over Afghani-
stan.

Fatigue is a potential killer.
In my case, there was another pi-
lot who had taken the proper pre-
cautions, allowing me to "check
out of the crew" for a few minutes.
For many out there, this is not an
option. So to be prepared, my
recommendation is check out the
"go-pills" from the flight surgeon.
It doesn't hurt to have them, and
you may even need them.
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w.

Ever catch yourself thinking or -
even worse - verbalizing, "Gee,
this flight's going really smooth so
far" and then in the very next in-
stant discover that the "so far" had

just abruptly ended? Pilots are usu-
ally well-educated, highly analytical
types whom you would not normally
expect to believe in luck or jinxes.
However, a few are more superstitious
than a major leaguer with a five-game
hitting streak. Two B-1 sorties stand
out in my mind as prime examples of
why aircrews should always be ready
for the unexpected and the "fog of war"
even during routine training missions.
Correspondingly, you should never re-
lax your guard despite being "bang on"
the black line. Besides, any flight
member stupid enough to utter those
fateful words out loud had also better
be rich enough to buy the beer.

On my first sortie with the brand
new squadron commander, mission
planning, pre-flight, taxi, takeoff, and

departure had gone without a
hitch. I had just mentally noted
this when the boss announced
that he was clearing off for quick
relief. Shamefully, caf-
feine addiction is an
ugly secret in military
aviation! He motored
his seat full down and
back to facilitate getting out of the
mummy-like straps, cords, and
buckles. The flight went south af-
ter he returned and strapped back
into the seat. Being vertically chal-
lenged, he motored the seat for-
ward and up "SNAP! CRACKLE!
POP!" was all we heard before all
four of us smelled an aroma simi-
lar to burnt gunpowder. Con-
vinced, or perhaps just fearing that
the shielded mild-detonating cord
had fired and started the seat
ejection sequence, the squadron
commander rather expeditiously
hopped out of the seat, cautiously

pinned it, and safed his switches.
With my visor down, mask

and collar up, chin and seat straps
cinched tight, I was now flying

As professional aviators
we should always ask "what if'

"solo!" The salient point is that
there's no section three or emer-
gency procedure simulator that cov-
ers this or any number of other pe-
culiar scenarios. As professional
aviators, we should always ask
"what if" as a crew and chair-fly as
many vagaries as we're capable of
imagining. Evaluating the situation
and our options were the first order
of business and it was done as a
crew. Crew coordination was su-
perb and we had decided upon a
course of action in short order and
implemented it. The only thing left
to do was turn the big behemoth
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back to our home airdrome and fly
one approach to a full stop. It was my
first solo landing in a B-1, and although
unusual, solid Crew Resource Man-
agement and coordination made it as
smooth as possible under the condi-
tions. During postflight checks, it was
determined that the seat track had bro-
ken, causing the motor to overheat and
fail, but we were all prepared for the
worst-case scenario of an inadvertent
ejection at altitude.

The second incident occurred
just after my return from instructor
school, when night "bean" require-
ments were plentiful and mission-
ready currencies were a challenge to
maintain. Our crew
launched around
sunset for a

"canned" mission of
low-level, high-alti-
tude electronic
countermeasures
training, air-refuel-
ing, and transition
training in the pat-
tern. Much like my
first example, every-
thing went exactly
according to plan
until shortly after
midnight. On 12-
mile final for our first
approach, the lead-
ing edge slats failed
to extend. The flaps
on a B-1 are inter-
connected to the slats; therefore, the
flaps won't extend without the slats out
first. It was night, our aircraft was
heavy, and we were tired. Of course,
it could have been worse, It could have
been rain/ng.

We made a low-approach for
visual confirmation of our predicament
and entered holding where we chat-
ted with the Supervisor of Flying (SOF)
who was now very much awake. We
adjusted our gross weight down to just
above the lightest we could be and still
keep our center of gravity on target with
full-forward wing sweep and no flaps
and slats. The blended wing design of
the B-1 produces enough lift that the
Dash-1 warns that without slats and
flaps for drag, you have to intention-
ally fly the plane through ground effect,

down onto to the runway. After that,
spoilers, displacement of the horizon-
tal stabilizer, and eight mighty brakes
usually took care of all the exponen-
tially exacerbated amount of kinetic
energy.

Our main gear touched down
just prior to the SOF's truck, which I
used to mark my "go-around-and-try-
it-again" threshold on the 12,000 foot-
long runway. The spoilers were ex-
tending as I purposely lowered the
nose to the runway. Normally during
landing, the pilot not flying calls out
the runway distance remaining mark-
ers as the plane progresses down the
runway. The cadence is usually a

it was a completely extraneous
piece of information; but, at this par-
ticular moment, I had genuine ap-
preciation for it. Faced with only a
1,000-foot safety margin of over-
run, I quickly decided to try his tech-
nique.

I pushed the stick full forward,
which deflected the horizontal sta-
bilizer and caused some drag. It is
important to caution that doing this
routinely will cause undue wear on
the nose gear and strut, but so will
running off the end of the runway
so I had everything to gain. It

worked like a champ and we
stopped with nearly a 1,000 feet of
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steady but relaxed, "9,000 ... 8,000
... 7,000 ... 6,000." The pilot then
makes a quick tap on the brakes just
to check 'em, rolls out to 3,000 feet
remaining, and then uses moderate
braking until slowed down to taxi
speed. That night, the pilot's voice
was about an octave higher as he spit
out the numbers "9-8-7-6" in rapid
succession.

At that point my only dilemma
was that every time I tried to milk
the stick back to displace the stabi-
lizer, the nose flew off the runway
and we took weight off the main
gear. Gratefully, an "old-head" in-
structor pilot had shared a kernel of
knowledge with me a short time be-
fore at the instructor upgrade
course. When he told me, I thought

runway remaining. Our next big
fear was a brake overtemp or fire.
This was mitigated by my expert
braking application not to mention
a healthy head wind and "lucky"
chance precipitation. After the
brake temps peaked just below the
safety threshold and stabilized, we
taxied to the parking area.

The adrenaline surge I got at
2:00 a.m. kept me wired until well
after I got home and crawled into bed.
Yogi Berra is attributed with the apho-
rism, "It ain't over, 'till it's over." You're
entrusted with not just employing but
also preserving national assets all the
way from engine start through shut-
down. Always take this responsibil-
ity seriously as you continue to FLY
SAFELY!
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Editor's Note: This is the final part of 

a three-part sen'es. When we leh off last 

month the author and his party just received 

word they would have to stay on the moun

tain in hosble temroty at least another6 hours. 

Did I mention that it was cold? 
The temperature was well below freez
ing now that the sun was down, and 
ice started forming in the plastic water 
bottles. It was time to drink it or wrap 
it up inside my bag. The Marines 
started joking that all the helicopter 
(helo) would find is a bunch of 
popsicles, and I began to think they 
were right. Shivering is a wonderful 
thing, you can get a full body workout 
in one place, and I was feeling it. I 
thought about the Meals Ready to Eat 
(MREs) I had stashed in my bag, but I 
wasn't hungry. I figured, if the helo 
didn't make it, I'd probably need it in 
the morning. 

The Marine OIC (Lt) decided to 
move us off of the ridge and into a val
ley that had a much better landing 
zone for a night pick up. Also, it would 
be safer since everybody and their 
brother saw us on the ridge all day. 
He left a fire team on the ridge to pro
tect our flank, and we followed the bulk 
of the Marine Quick Reaction Force 
(QRF) as it descended to the valley 
below. When we reached the valley, 
there were a few berms the snipers 
could use to lay behind in firing posi
tion. The locals could still see us be
cause it was dusk, and the closest 
house was only about 200 meters 
away. 

Behind us was a relatively flat 
spot that looked good for a helo pick 
up, and to our advantage, there were 
mountains behind that. The Lt pointed 
out a few observation posts on the 
ridgeline above us, and then showed 
the three of us Air Force folks a little 
depression about 6-feet wide and 2-
feet deep and told us to stay near it. 
He said , if we started taking direct fire , 
it was the best place for us to go to 
because it might provide a little cover. 

I looked at my 9mm Beretta and 
realized if we did get into a firefight, I 
was going to be just an observer. I 
was then pretty glad to be surrounded 
by Marines with M-16s, M-60s, 40mm 
grenade launchers, and M-72 Light 
Anti-Tank Weapons. At that moment, 

I began to think I would feel a lot safer 
if I knew how to use their weapons, 
and we ought to get checked out on 
them before we deploy. 

We all hunkered down on the 
ground to keep a low profile as dusk 
faded into night. Suddenly, a quick 
burst of machine gun fire came from 
the ridgeline above us, and every
one turned and pointed their weap
ons, looking through their scopes to 
find the origin. The Lt commented it 
was probably just the Afghan Na
tional Army goofing off on top of the 
mountain. As the tension eased, I 
figured it was a good time to say my 
prayers; so I asked God for the wind 
to stop, the weather to get better 
back home, and if this was the end, 
let me go at peace. 

It was dark by 6:30 p.m. and 
the lights came on in the village 
ahead of us. The city calmed down 
a bit as folks went inside for the 
evening . The call to prayer came 
over the loudspeakers again in the 
town for "after sundown prayers," 
and the village area we were in got 
silent as folks prayed and then ate 
dinner. The Lt pulled out his ther
moscope (infrared night scope) , 
checked out the landscape and 
ridgelines, and passed it down the 
line to us curious Air Force folks. I 
scanned the open area behind us 
and could see the bright images of 
the recon team about 1 00 meters 
away, as they walked the landing 
zone looking for mines and anything 
else unsafe. A ridgeline scan 
showed nothing. Good, no Taliban . 

Things were looking better for 
us as I remembered it was Friday 
evening here, which is like our Sun
day at home. So, all the good Tali ban 
were in the mosque. I scanned the 
village below, and everything was 
peaceful. Suddenly there was a 
flash that caught everyone's atten
tion. Another flash and we could see 
a thunderstorm popping up to the 
east. I don't know how thunder
storms form when it's below freez
ing, but I figured it was going to be 
the perfect capstone to my Afghan 
adventure. , What else could hap
pen? We didn't hear any thunder, 
and the storm appeared to be be-

hind the next mountain range, where 
we hoped that it would stay for the next 
3 hours. The Marines started to get 
comfortable with the situation , and 
there was a bit of muffled conversa
tion going on , but we all stayed low 
and thought about getting out of there. 

I noticed the wind stopped, but 
it was still cold , probably about 28 
degrees or colder. I lay on my back 
with the bag of airplane parts under 
my head, and looked at the night sky. 
It was clear and pitch-black above us, 
and I could see Orion's belt and a mil
lion other stars. What a beautiful sky. 
I heard a jet overhead. Maybe a B-1 
or an A-1 0, but I knew it was ours, and 
that was comforting. I noticed at least 
10 shooting stars, and other than the 
occasional flashes of lightning, it was 
a calm night. I started to think about 
how fortunate I was to see it. I could've 
fallen asleep, but I wasn 't about to 
close my eyes because I darn sure 
didn't want to miss the helicopter. 

At 9 p.m. the radio operator told 
us Bagram's weather was clear, but 
there wouldn't be enough moonlight 
till 10:45 p.m. for the he los flying on 
Night Vision Goggles. We were feel
ing pretty good because we made it 
this far, and I believed we wouldn't 
freeze before the helo pick up. We 
heard another burst of machine gun 
fire from above us, saw red tracers 
impact the next ridge, and ricochet 
skyward. The Lt said that red tracers 

Maybe a B-1 or A-10, 
but 1 knew it was ours, 

and that was comforting 

were friendly bullets, and the Afghan's 
could shoot all they wanted as long 
as they didn't shoot at us. 

"Great, at least we'll know what 
color bullet kills us," I thought to my
self. 

The Lt commented it was prob
ably some good hashish being passed 
around, and there was a side bet that 
one of them couldn't hit a rock near 
us. If we needed to protect ourselves, 
we had enough firepower to take out 
the post, but it was better not to use it. 

It was 10:45 p.m. when we got 
word two CH-47s, capable of holding 
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about 30 troops a piece, launched 
from Bagram. Everyone was excited 
at the news, and the Lt pulled the 
flank guard off the ridge, sent a squad 
to mark the landing zone with chemi
cal light sticks, and told us to hang 
with the troop leader for the second 
chopper. It was his responsibility to 
count everyone going on the chop
per to ensure no one got left behind , 
and so, the three of us Air Force guys 
gathered our stuff and followed the 
troop leader around like puppies. The 
only thing worse than being stuck out 
overnight in hostile territory with a 
bunch of Marines would be being 
stuck out overnight in hostile territory 
without them. 
We heard the 
choppers , but 
couldn 't see 
them until they 
were silhou
etted against 
the city lights 
below. 

The first 
chopper came 
in low, filling the 
air with 1 00 mph 
dust. (Glad I 
brought my 
goggles!) It 
landed and 
picked up the 
first half of the 
Marines, as the 
second chopper approached slowly 
and then flew over us. I noticed that 
the dust kicked up into the blades cre
ated electrostatic sparks like St. Elmo's 
fire. It looked like 100,000 fireflies fly
ing formation at supersonic speed . 
The second chopper approached 
again, lower this time. 

The blades looked like they were 
below our position, and for a moment, 
I had a tinge of fear that we might get 
sliced and diced, but then I noticed all 
of the sparks going around in forma
tion, and thought to myself: "This looks 
pretty cool. I guess my last memory is 
going to be a good one." 

The blades got to within 50 feet 
of our position when the helicopter 
started to spin around looking out of 
control , and I started thinking that we 
were dead men. It suddenly stopped 
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with its back 
end poiAting at 
us, and touched 
down on top of 
the berm, with 
its ramp open. 
This guy was 
good. 

The troop 
leader tapped 
me, and I ran 
through the fly
ing dust and 
scrambled 

aboard the chopper. It took less 
than a minute for all of us to get 
aboard and close the back ramp. 
Looking through the gunner's door, 
I could see the first chopper take 
off, and as soon as he was by us, 
our chopper took off. The breeze 
blowing through his door was chilly, 
but I didn't care because it afforded 
an unrestricted view of Kabul as it 
went to sleep. We were on our way 
back to Bagram at 11:15 p.m. -14 
hours after we got off the 
Blackhawk. 

What did I learn? First, I now 
have a profound respect for the 
young troops that do this stuff day 
in and day out. Secondly, helicop
ters are pretty cool , so fll never dog 
a helo driver again, and third, I thank 
God I'm in the Air Force! 

Seriously, there are many les
sons to take away from this story. I 
can sum them up with be prepared 
and be flexible. I had no idea when 
I reported for work that day I would 
spend the rest of it hiking on a rug
ged mountainside, in hostile terri
tory, investigating an aircraft acci
dent. Remembering to bring appro
priate clothing made the difference 
between comfort and potential 
cold weather injuries . 

Regardless of my immediate 
preparation , the real work hap
pened before my deployment. 
Taking advantage of all available 
training, like self aid buddy care , 
weapons qualifications , law of 
armed combat and special driving 
qualifications such as humvee or 
heavy equipment, is important to 
prepare us all for the situations we 
may find ourselves in when de
ployed . Our deployments are joint 
operations and it is important to 
be trained on the capabilities of 
the forces you will work with . Fi
nally, being physically fit is an im
perative. There is no crash 
course in cardia conditioning or 
50-pound rucksack carrying . So 
get your training and be ready for 
anything. Maybe you lao will have 
an Afghan adventure. .......... 
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The old maxim ''the more things change, the more they stay the same," has never been more applicable to the magazine 
than this issue of The Combat Edge. At the ACC Safety Conference back in March, I promised that the magazine would not look 
the same when the conference met again in a year. Since the April 04 issue, the staff and I have put the magazine under a 
microscope and have given it a new feel and direction. We've implemented new layouts, design elements, and have taken the 
stance that just because something hasn't been done before, doesn't mean we can't do it. With this month's new cover logo, the 
first logo redesign in over 5 years; the transformation is nearly complete, and we hope you like the finished product. 

The magazine cannot implement change without acknowledging where we've been in the past. The Combat Edge 
began as a result of the merger of Tactical Air Command and Strategic Air Command into Air Combat Command in June 1992. 
With the appearance of The Combat Edge came the retirement of T-4C AUack(published from January 1961 to May 1992) and 
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T HE USER is always the best 
source of information for 
up-dating TOs, regulations, 

manuals and other directives 
that pertain to flying. Each pi
lo~ should consider this and ap
pomt himself a committee of one 
to submit changes or improve
ments when he considers them 
necessary. As pilots, we can re
call many occasions when we have 
bad mouthed procedures and di
r~ctives in briefings and bull ses
SIOns, or cussed and discussed the 
agency responsible for such non
sense. This is natural and just as 
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~t sh.ould be. We are the experts 
m this business and often are more 
current than the man stuck behind 
a desk and charged with turning out 
these reams of paper. What I am 
suggesting is that we, as expert 
users, give a helping hand to the 
weenies in the head shed and help 
them help us. We arederidingthe 
wrong people when we see a mis
take in a directive if we take no 
action to correct it. We are to 
blame if we know of a better way 
to do a job and choose the bar or 
bull session as our only forum. We 
should take action to correct it. 

Here's how. Each wing has a 
Standardization/Evaluation flight 
whose sole purpose is to h'elp turn 
out the best aircrews possible. If 
we will just sit down and write 
them a letter and tell them what 
should, in our opinion, be done, 
they will submit an AF Form847, 
through Division DO, to TAC SEG. 
This gets action, since items must 
be reviewed by TAC. If it's a local 
problem, your S/E flight and DO 
shop should get together and work 
it out. 

This is a unique opportunity for 
each of you to set policy and estab
lish procedures that will be used 
TAC wide. This is particularly 
true in units with new equipment. 
For example, procedures adopted 
by us as the original users of the 
F-4C will be the basis for much of 
the future F-4 directives. II you 
want to do a job your way, tell us 
about it. Now is the time to start. 
. As a sort of footnote, I would 

like to mention what prompts me to 
write this piece. In the month of 
July, TAC SEG received only two 
84 7 s from all of Tactical Air Com
mand. If we are so good that we 
only need two changes thr's . • prece 
need not be written. If this is the 
case, we are so good that none of 
us will have occasion to partake of 
any more bull sessions to bad 
mouth the system. I, for one 
would hate to see the second mos; 
p~pular pastime for fighter pilots 
dre such an untimely death! 

NOVEMBER 1964 

Combat Crew(published from June 1950 to May 1992). Paging through old copies of TAC AUackand Combat Crew, the first 
th ing we noticed were the old acronyms, aircraft, lack of color photos, and the black and white hand-drawn illustrations. Upon 
closer examination, a common theme stood out, solid safety messages that transcended time and were as applicable today as 
they were when first published. With that in mind, we have included one article from each magazine here in the centerfold and will 
occasionally reprint applicable articles in future magazines. ' 

Safety and flying safety in particular was important enough in June 1950 for Lt General Curtis E. Lemay to direct the 
establishment of a safety publication, and for TAG to follow suit in 1961. ACC Safety's mission statement is "Preserving Combat 
Capability through Aggressive Mishap Prevention" and our goal is to accomplish just that, with a nod to the past and an eye on the 
future. 

-The Combat Edge Staff 
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apt Hayes and Capt Mulloy briefed as SKEETER 01 flight , a 
two-ship of A-1 Os flying an out-and-back Close Air Support (CAS) 
sortie from Pope AFB, N.C. to support USAF Tactical Air Control 

Party (TACP) training at Ft. Benning, Ga. During the initial ·climb to 
FL230, the flight accomplished operations and systems checks pass
ing through 1 0,000' MSL, 13,000' MSL, and FL 180. During these 
checks, neither Capts Hayes nor Mulloy noted any anomalies with 
their aircraft fuel and oxygen systems. The flight leveled off at FL230 
and accomplished a Level-Off check where Capt Mulloy noted her 
cabin altitude to be 16,000'. According to the A-1 0 pressurization 
schedule, the cabin altitude at FL230 should be approximately 14,000'. 
Immediately thereafter, Capt Mulloy's Master Caution Light illuminated 
with an associated Oxygen Low Light. She discovered that the Oxy
gen Quantity Indicator needle was slowly spinning and that the Mas
ter Caution Light and Oxygen Low Light would illuminate each time 
the indicator decreased below 0.5 Liters. Capt Mulloy called a Knock
It-Off and quickly received the lead from Capt Hayes. While analyz
ing the aircraft malfunctions, Capt Mulloy began to recognize her 
personal hypoxia symptoms- euphoria, fogginess , mental confusion , 

and an inability to perform simple tasks. She requested a descent with 
Washington Center but, due to the hypoxia, initially had difficulty taking 
action to begin the descent. After Capt Hayes prompted Capt Mulloy 
multiple times, she finally pulled the power and lowered the nose of the 
aircraft. Capt Hayes instructed Capt Mulloy to gang load the oxygen 
regulator by selecting EMERGENCY and 1 00 percent Oxygen. Capt 
Mulloy's hypoxia symptoms also made it difficult for her to operate the 
Embedded GPS/INS (EGI). Recognizing that Capt Mulloy was having 
trouble with the EGI , Capt Hayes talked her through the process of se
lecting Pope's TACAN and turning direct to Pope. Capt Hayes de
clared an emergency with Washington Center and communicated that 
Capt Mulloy was experiencing hypoxia. Since Capt Mulloy continued 
to experience her hypoxia symptoms, Capt Hayes needed to con
tinually prompt her to maintain a nose low attitude for the descent 
and to change radio frequencies during the emergency flight back to 
Pope AFB. Eventually, Capt Mulloy's hypoxia symptoms diminished 
and she landed uneventfully via a straight-in with Capt Hayes in chase. 
Capt Hayes' flight lead
ership and Capt 
Mulloy's ability to over
come hypoxia in a 
single-seat aircraft dem
onstrated the proper use 
of cockpit resource man
agement and were in
strumental in the safe 
recovery of the aircraft. 

Capt Dax Hayes, Capt Julie Mulloy, 
74th Fighter Sqdn., 23rd Fighter Group, Pope AFB, North Carolina 

0 n 17 June, 2004 SrA Chad Alexander and Amn Adam Liller 
of the 509th Aircraft Maintenance Squadron were prepar

ing to recover the B-2A "Spirit of Georgia" returning from a nor
mal training sortie. As they marshaled the aircraft to its final 
parking spot, the number three brake became engulfed in flames . 
SrA Alexander immediately took control of the situation and in
structed the flight crew to shut down engines and evacuate . 
SrA Alexander and Amn Liller ensured the safe evacuation of 

the crew and began combating the brake fire . Within a few sec
onds, they were able to extinguish the fire using a 150-pound Halon 
fire extinguisher. The quick reaction time and expert understand
ing of emergency procedures enabled SrA Alexander and Amn 
Liller to save lives and prevented the loss of a $2.2 billion B-2 
stealth bomber. To their credit , the entire ground emergency was 
handled without any 
damage to equip
ment or injuries to 
personnel . Their 
superior actions are 
a testament to the 
caliber of men and 
women in the 509th 
Aircraft Mainte
nance Squadron . 

Sr A Chad Alexander, Amn Adam Liller, 
509th Aircraft Maint. Sqdn., 509th Bomb Wing, Whiteman AFB, Missouri 
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hile performing duties required to launch a $74M B-52 bomber 
on a local training sortie, SSgt Holloway and A 1 C Beames pre

vented the loss of life and a valuable combat aircraft. SSgt Holloway 
and A 1 C Beames were assigned as crew chiefs to launch Skull 29 on a 
Functional Check Flight (FCF). The launch was plagued by multiple 
minor maintenance issues, and Red Ball maintenance was expertly 
and quickly coordinated. Problems included failure of the Hobart AC 
power cart, the pilot's Attitude Directional Indicator gyros, autopilot, and 
TACAN/VOR navigation set. After starting the number 4 engine in ac
cordance with Technical Order procedures, engine number 5 would not 
start after applying fuel to the engine. Maintenance was coordinated to 
work on the problem. After motoring the engine to clear unburned fuel 
from the engine, and waiting the prescribed time for starter limitations , 
a restart of engine #5 was attempted. Shortly after the attempted re-

start, fuel vapors ignited around and below the engine . The crew 
chiefs took immediate action to warn the crew and used the nearby 
HALON bottle to quickly extinguish the flames. Their timely re
sponse prevented any damage to the aircraft. Finally, just prior to 
taxi , the team of crew chiefs noticed that one of the aircraft's air 
refueling doors on top of the jet was partially open . SSgt Holloway 
notified the crew, and a recycle of the system corrected the prob
lem, preventing any damage to the system on departure and climb 
out. SSgt Holloways and A 1 C Beames' attention to detail yet again 
protected America's tip of the spear. The expert workmanship of 
the ground crew team allowed for an on-time takeoff d all 
the encountered 
setbacks and de
lays . Working to
gether, their quick 
action saved the 
lives of the five
member crew, two 
onboard mainte
nance Airmen , and 
a_n irreplaceable na
tional resource. 

SSgt Michael D. HoUoway, AI C Bradley T. Beames, 
2nd Aircraft Maint. Sqdn., 2nd Bomb Wing, Barksdale AFB, Louisiana 

-----------------------------------

n 7 June 2004, Capt Hank McKibban displayed superb airman
ship and flying ability in handling an in-flight F-16 engine emer

gency. Capt McKibban (call sign Lord 1) led a 4-ship of F-16s from 
Cannon Air Force Base on a defensive counter air mission. During 
the first ops check on departure , Lord 1 discovered the oil pressure 
was fluctuating . Capt McKibban assessed the oil pressure to be 
within operating limits and decided to monitor the engine instruments 
while continuing the departure. He climbed the aircraft to 15,000' 
MSL in accordance with the departure procedure and slowed to 300 
KIAS . Shortly after entering the military operations area (approxi
mately 40 nm from Cannon Air Force Base) , Lord 1 received an EN
GINE LUBE LOW warning. Capt McKibban initiated an immediate 
left turn direct Cannon , selected afterburner, and began climbing to 
achieve a one-to-one glide ratio to home base. He cleared #3 to a 
chase position for mutual support and declared an emergency. Atte'r 
20 seconds of afterburner use, the afterburner failed and the nozzle 
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fully closed due to oil loss . Capt McKibban continued to climb in 
military power to achieve parameters for a flameout approach and 
landing . At this point the aircraft fuel weight was approximately 
9,500 pounds , well above a safe landing weight on a 1 0,000' run 
way at 4,300' elevation. Capt McKibban expertly guided his air
craft south of the airfield and worked together with Lord 3 to 
emergency jettison two external fuel tanks over an unpopulated 
area. Capt McKibban initiated a left turn and selected idle power 
after achieving proper flameout landing parameters. He turned 
on the emergency power unit (EPU) in anticipation of engine sei
zure and lowered the landing gear while performing the approach . 
On short final Capt McKibban selected full speed brakes and 
landed the aircraft approximately 800' down the runway at 185 
KIAS . Realizing his idle thrust was higher than normal due to the 
fully closed nozzle ; 
he lowered the tail
hook and success
fully engaged the 
departure-end cable 
at 90 KIAS . Capt 
McKibban 's timely 
decisions and disci
plined actions pre
vented a Class A 
mishap and saved 
the Air Force a valu
able combat asset. 

Capt William H. McKibban, 522nd Fighter Sqdn., 
27th Fi hter Win Cannon AFB New Mexico 
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0 n 26 May 2004 at the Strategic Integrated Maintenance Facility 
(SIMF). after a successful missile transfer of an Air Launched 
Cruise Missile (ALCM) from the Weapons Maintenance Bay to 

the engine bay, SrA John S. Teed and his team prepared their equip-
ment for another missile transfer. As a monorail track channel was 
repositioned to allow movement of the hoist in the opposite direction , 
a bolt assembly securing the end of the monorail section to the wall 
worked itself free . SrA Teed immediately stopped the hoisting opera
tion to investigate the problem. Realizing the seriousness of this bolt 
assembly to the monorail track, he quickly removed the hoist from 
over the ALCM and sent his team members throughout the SIMF to 
halt hoisting operations. Simultaneously, SrA Teed expeditiously no
tified the mid-shift production supervisor and SIMF Support Section , 

who launched a thorough inspection of the monorail system. A safety 
of maintenance, personnel , and weapon system determination was 
made to place the monorail system in a red "X" condition , shutting 
down all hoisting operations until the appropriate authorities were 
notified and the monorail system was inspected for integrity and re
paired. Civil Engineering (CE) personnel arrived at the SIMF Flight 
to perform an investigation of the engine bay, and a thorough inspec
tion of the entire monorail system. After the inspection , CE person
nel deemed engine bay station number five as unfit for daily hoisting 
operations until the repair was accomplished . SrA Teed's quick think
ing and keen awareness to the mishap potential of the monorail sys
tem saved the SIMF Flight and Air Force from a potential major mishap 
and/or accident. If it 
was not for his adept 
maintenance prac
tices and keen sense 
of awareness, the Air 
Force would have ex
perienced a tragic 
loss in personnel and/ 
or equipment. 

SrAJohn S. Teed, 2nd Munitions Sqdn., 
2nd Bomb Barksdale Louisiana 

T he ADOS team - Flight Med (Fit Med) , Bioenvironmental Engi
neering (BE) , Public Health (PH) , HAWC, Dental , Medical Readi

ness & Aerospace Physiology (AP) enhanced the culture of safety for 
the 27th Fighter Wing and the local community. Fit Med and AP briefed 
all wing pilots on the recent rise across the AF of G-induced loss of 
consciousness (G-LOC) incidents in the F-16. Their full-up anti-G strain
ing maneuver review program was a critical contributor to ZERO Class 
E G-LOCs. Fit Med and AP mishap prevention efforts earned an "Out
standing" performance rating with ZERO discrepancies from 27 FW/ 
SEF for the second consecutive year. Fit Med doubled their occupa
tional health shop inspections and evaluation efforts to emphasize 
worker safety. They responded to three potential hydrazine exposure 
incidents and treated and evaluated 20 patients, and were essential for 
the safe HAZMAT clean up. BE identified zero safety issues or dis
crepancies during a 100 percent inventory of the 27 FW's radioactive 
materials. Together, Fit Med and the BE shop recognized an increas.
ing trend in radio frequency exposures. As a result, the wing leader
ship issued a QA flash to ensure a safer working environment on the 

flight line. BE's collection , preparation , and analysis of over 100 
water samples, protected our base water system. They tracked 58 
possible pollutants in military housing's drinking water system and 
hand-carried the report to all1 ,676 base houses, ensuring the health 
and safety of our military families. PH maintained the wing's per
sonal medical readiness requirements with compliance at 87 per
cent, the highest in ACC! With 100 percent inspections completed 
this month , their food safety program management tool ensured the 
safety of all the wing 's dining facilities and snack bars . They pushed 
respiratory protection compliance reports & rosters to affected SO/ 
CCs ensuring the program maximally enhanced on-the-job safety. 
Fit Med spearheaded joint water-rescue training with the SVS life
guard staff and local EMTs, guaranteeing a safe summer swimming 
season. AP provided over 25 hours of human performance training 
to over 150 troops, emphasizing the human element in mishap pre
vention . One of our Fit Med ambulance crew averted disaster and 
was awarded a safety salute; she double-checked and thus avoided 
an F-16 collision on the flight line. AP launched endurance man
agement education for the 27 FW, actualizing the AF Surgeon 
General's vision to institutionalize fatigue countermeasure educa
tion to reduce mishaps; 52 new troops trained this month . AP also 
provided dietary, herbal , and performance dietary supplement edu
cation to 56 new FTAC students, to ensure thei r health and safety. 
The 27 FW ALS cadre received stress and fatigue management edu
cation . AP helped reduce night vision goggles (NVG) mishaps by 
educating 23 pilots on the human limitations of night flight and com
mon NVG illusions. 

27th Aeromedical Dental Operations Sqdn., 
27th Fighter Wing, Cannon AFB, New Mexico 

--------------------------------------------------------~~ 
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_,;A............,c ...... c _____ s...;;;,;;a~fe~...;;;;S;.;;.;;a;,;;;,;lu;;;.;;t;.;;;.e;;;;..s .;;;;.S..;;;;u nerior Performance 

Maj Gentry W. Boswell, Mission Lead 
Capt Brian D. Golden, Acft Cmdr 
Capt Ryan K. Carignan , Offensive Sys Op 
1 Lt Crystal D. Powers, Pilot 
Maj Joseph T. Reidy, Ops Supv 
Capt Jaime I. Hernandez, SOF 
Capt Jeffrey E. Strommer, Duty IP 
74th Bomb Wing, 
Dyess AFB, Texas 

A1C Joel A. Herman, 
Assistant Dedicated Crew Chief 
1st Aircraft Maint Squadron 
1st Fighter Wing 
Langley AFB, Va. 

TSgt Louis Tatroe, 
TSgt Jeffery Currence, 
QA Inspectors 
1st Maintenance Group 
1st Fighter Wing 
Langley AFB, Va. 

TSgt Ted W. Farmer, 
NCOIC, Electrical Shop 
366th Civil Engineer Squadron 
366th Fighter Wing 
Mt Home AFB, Idaho 

A1C Jeremy S. Miller, 
Egress 
1st Component Maint Squadron 
1st Fighter Wing 
Langley AFB, Va. 

Capt Chris P. Couluris, 
Weapons Officer 
64th Aggressors 
Nellis AFB, Nev. 

Capt Byron Dobbs, Pilot 
Capt Christopher Chandler, Radar/Navigator 
1 Lt Scott Serkin , Navigator 
1 Lt Bryan Zadworney, EWO 
1 Lt Robert Fore, Copilot 
20th Bomb Squadron 
2nd Bomb Wing 
Barksdale AFB, La. 
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I finding the answer to that ques-
tiont took me 34 years. Some-
where, it's written that one of

every three hunting mishaps in-
volves tree stands, and I'm among

that 33 percent. Here's my story. I

was back from a short underway pe-
riod to prepare for deployment and
was spending the week between
Christmas and New Year's hunting
with my father. The two of us were
excited that early morning we set off
for the family's hunting land. The pre-
vious day, I had sighted a 10-point
buck -a monster in this neck of the
woods. However, fate wasn't on my
side that day. The deer disappeared
into the thick bush before I had a de-
cent shot.

My father and I scouted for a
better spot to put up a tree stand. I

wanted a spot that would give me a
better shot if the animal returned. To
my disappointment, the trees in the
surrounding area were tall but thin
pines. The ground around the trees
was deeply padded with beds of fallen
pine needles. Because I was familiar
with the uses and benefits of Opera-
tional Risk Management (ORM), we
discussed possible options. The first
question we asked: "Was it worth
spending a strenuous afternoon mov-
ing the two tree stands to this loca-
tion?" The answer was easy: "With the
size of that deer, heck yeah!"

The size of the available trees
meant we couldn't use tree-climbing
stands, but a ladder-type tree stand
might work. Being concerned about
the security of the stand's legs in the
soft ground, I drove the legs as deep
as possible. I also gathered a few
stones and put them into the ground
around the legs for more security (or
so I thought). Once I had tied off the
stand's seat to the tree, I felt sure

there was no chance of the seat
falling.

The second question we asked
was, "Are you concerned about the
tree rocking?" To be safe, I spent
some time and cleared out branches
and small seedlings around my stand.
I had designated the left side of the
stand as my throw-down area (a spot
where I could toss my gun without it
hitting something on the way down).
This precaution would come in handy
if I slipped while in the stand and
needed both hands to steady myself.
My father was pleased I had taken
these extra safety measures. He
agreed the chances for windy condi-
tions were remote, and knowing I al-
ways used a safety strap while in the
stand, he felt there was no cause for
alarm.

On that fateful morning, how-
ever, there was a slight change in the
weather - it was colder than usual.
We parked the truck, then started re-
moving our hunting gear and suiting
up. I had it all: warm clothes, orange
vest, lucky orange cap, extra bullets,
water canteen, hunting license, cam-
ouflage seat cushion (yes, we believe
in some comfort when roughing it),
whistle, binoculars, and, of course, my
trusty safety strap.

I had put all my gear in the large
pockets of my jacket, except for my
strap, when my father asked for some
help. He couldn't find some of his
gear in the back of the truck. Because
it was still dark, I grabbed a flashlight
and laid my strap on top of the truck.
I then gathered his gear and helped
him suit up.

"We have a 15-minute hike into
the woods, and it won't be dark much
longer," said my father. I knew what
he meant. It was important for us to
be in our stands at least 20 minutes
before sunrise. As I watched the light

from his flash-
light slowly dis-
appear down
the trail, I

sensed that he
was ready to
go and that I

was holding us
up. I located
my flashlight,
and hurried to
catch my fa-
ther.

It took us about 20 minutes to
walk to the first tree stand, which was
my father's, and I spent some time
helping him get into position. As I

lifted his gun to him, I realized I had
forgotten to retrieve my strap from the
top of the truck, and I mentioned it to
him. He knew I was bothered; he al-
ways has joked that I'm a little "overly
safe." With a sorrowful look, he just
said, "Even if you raced back to the
truck to get it, you wouldn't have
enough time to get into your stand
before first light."

I knew he wanted me to get that
10-point deer. He offered his strap to
me, but I wouldn't take it because I
wasn't going to sacrifice his safety for
mine. The safety strap was there to
reduce injuries in a fall. If either of us
was to fall (which hadn't yet occurred),
I felt I'd have a better chance of land-
ing on my feet with little or no prob-
lem. After all, my tree stand was only
15 feet high. As a kid, I always had
been able to jump off rooftops or tree
limbs, hit the ground, and roll back up
to my feet like a cat. "Dad, I'll be fine,"

I assured. My father nodded and
turned off his flashlight, which I took
as his signal of approval. I left for my
stand, and, within 10 minutes, I was
in position, with my gun in my lap,
awaiting the sun to rise.

As the sun came up, I could tell
it was going to be a beautiful morning
- albeit an extremely cold one. I

wasn't worried because I had warm
clothes, including a pair of gloves. My
trigger finger wasn't going to be slow
this time. However, I was worried
about the seat of my stand, which was
made of wood. The cold weather
made the seat slippery, and my cush-
ion couldn't get a firm grip. "OK," I
thought, "ORM requires a control to
minimize this risk - sit in the middle,
and don't move. Done."

I was getting used to the cold
when I heard a sound in the distance,
looked up, and saw the first signs of
a stiff wind working its way toward me.
"Great!" I thought, "After five days of
perfect hunting weather, I'm going to
have to deal with the cold and the
wind." I was upset because these
conditions usually make deer bed
down and stay quiet. As the wind
strengthened, my tree began to sway.
Again, ORM creeped into my mind,
and I wondered, "Is it worth my suf-
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fering the effects of the cold and risk-
ing being blown about to bag this par-
ticular buck?" My answer was, "With
the size of that deer, heck yeah!"

I started doubting the deer would
be moving this morning. I looked at
my watch, and only 15 minutes re-
mained before it would be the same
time of day I had seen that buck the
day before. I convinced myself to wait
those 15 minutes to give the deer a
chance to show itself before getting
down.

Not 10 minutes later, I heard a
large "cracking" sound in the distance
- another tree breaking, but not mine.
As I turned to look in the general direc-
tion of the sound, a weird sensation
came over me, and, before I knew what
was happening, the base legs of my
tree stand buckled in the soft earth.
The ladder portion of my stand twisted
and the seat pivoted downward to the
left. With the seat as slick as ice, my
cushion (with my bottom still attached)
had no choice but to follow the law of
gravity. The seat cushion soon sepa-
rated from me and floated softly to
earth. I, on the other hand, didn't.

As I fell, my body twisted in the
air such that I ended up falling headfirst
toward the ground. I knew that orange
hunting cap wasn't going to be much
of a substitute for a helmet, so I started
maneuvering to protect my head. Mi-
raculously, I was able to twist enough
to land on my right shoulder and roll
with the fall. My left hand with arm out-
stretched held the gun parallel to my
body and the ground, so it didn't hurt
me. However, I

landed on my bin-
oculars while roll-
ing, and they
knocked the wind
out of me.

Glad to be alive, I lay on the
ground, mentally checking for broken
bones, while trying to regain my breath.
I released my gun, reached into a side
pocket with my left hand, and removed
my whistle. By the time I got it to work,
though, my father already was crash-
ing through the woods, figuring he
would find me under the splintered re-
mains of a tree.

I stayed on the ground as my fa-
ther looked me over, then stood up,
gathered all my gear, and started the
trek back to the truck. We talked about
the change in the weather but really

were thanking the Lord
(silently) that I was
able to walk at all.
Once we got to the
truck, I grabbed my
safety strap off the top
of the truck and stowed
it with the rest of my
gear in the hunting
bags.

What lesson did
I learn from this inci-
dent? The desire to
complete the mission
- to bag that deer -
was strong with me.
When someone starts
talking about how im-
portant the mission is
above everything else,
little red flags should
go up. If I find that the
proper gear isn't avail-
able at work, we sim-
ply don't do the mis-
sion until the problem
is corrected. The re-
quirement for PPE ex-
ists for a reason. Away
from work, I was able
to rationalize that I

didn't need a safety
strap. The warning
signs were present; I

just didn't recognize or
act on them.

What did this
lesson cost me? Re-
member the deploy-
ment I mentioned at

the start of
this story?
Well, I never
made it. "A

freak fall" is what the doctors called it.
I had torn three tendons in my right
shoulder and wasn't able to lift my arm
more than 45 degrees from my side -
not good when you're a pilot. I had
surgery a month later, and, because re-
covery time was going to be long, and
my status wasn't known, I was forced
to delay my command as the Officer in
Charge (OIC) of a helicopter detach-
ment. That is what hit me the hardest.
My failure to use my safety training cost
me an opportunity that I had worked
hard to achieve. I also had to endure
the ridicule of my peers, who coined
call signs such as "Right Wing Low,"

"One Wing," and "Zephyr" (a rogue
wind).

I learned my lesson, and I re-
covered from my injury and am back
flying. The Navy even found another
opportunity to send me on a later de-
ployment as the OIC of a detach-
ment. I would like to pass on this
wisdom from my father: "Things
happen for a reason. It's always less
painful to learn from others' mis-
takes, but when it's your mistake,
you tend to have a clearer insight to
the how's and why's. Tell your story,
and let others learn from it. So what
if they laugh, it's a small price to pay,
and it easily could have been
worse."

Editor's note: Reprinted cour-
tesy of Ashore Magazine
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I t started out as a cool fall day 
in England . It was a typical day 
for an ammo troop in the con
ventional maintenance shop , 

processing 20mm ammunition , 
chaff and flares , and of course , 
building up BDU-33 practice 
bombs . I was in the office area 
doing paper work while the as
signed crew was out building up 
several hundred BDUs for the up
coming week 's requirements . 
The next thing I remember is 
SSgt Snuffy bursting into the of
fice area frantically yelling at ev
eryone to evacuate. We all know 
as ammo or any other type of 
weapons troop that this is a gut 
wrenching feeling . Without ask
ing questions we cleared the area 
as trained. 

At the evacuation meeting 
point we found out the story. One 
of the troops assembling the 
BDU-33s dropped one on the 
floor. The practice bomb had its 
MK4 Mod 3 spotting charge in
stalled , but no plunger or sating 
gear installed yet. The spotting 
charge severed in the middle and 
spilled its contents , causing the 
crew chief to immediately evacu
ate the building. 

Emergency personnel ar
rived within minutes to take care 
of the situation . After half an hour 
or so, they removed the hazard , 
and cleared the scene , allowing 
us to go back to work. We were 
defin itely angry that we were 
evacuated for such a small , 
seemingly insignificant incideflt . 
I remember everyone joking with 
the involved crew chief about his 
frantic reactions to the situation . 
Everyone thought he overreacted 
due to the nature of the explo-
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sives he was working with . I also 
remember being part of the 
group making fun of him . As 
time went by, the incident be
came a memory, but the crew 
chief never really lived it down . 

Several years later while 
enduring the hot summe r 
months in Turkey, the BDU-33 
incident came back into my life. 
I remember reading an article in 
the base newspaper about a 
specific weapons load crew. 
They were being recognized as 
the "Top" load team for_their de
ployed unit. It was a pretty im
pressive article about some of 
the Air Force 's top weapons 

loaders . I bring this up because 
a week or so after this article 
there was a follow-on article 
about the same exact load crew. 
This article was not so glamor
ous. The article was about two 
weapons loaders who were se
riously burned while loading 
BDU-33 practice bombs. While 
performing an operation that this 
crew had performed thousands 
of times before , a BDU fell to the 
ground and functioned as de
signed . Unfortunately for these 
weapons loaders on this day, it 

By TSgt Peter D. Moreau, McGuire AFB, N.J. 

was a little earlier than planned . 
At least two of the loaders were 
evacuated to Germany for 
medical assistance . I'm not 
sure how the story ended, but I 
hope they all made it out with 
minimal , or should I say, non
permanent damage. 

This incident compared to 
the earlier BDU-33 inc ident 
made me realize I had a bad at
titude towards some of the 
small , repetitive operations we 
perform thousands of times 
without a single thought of the 
dangers we face . It was only a 
MK4 Mod 3 spotting charge on 
that cool fall day in England that 

we laughed about. 
But several years 
later that same spot
ting charge sent two 
of the Air Force's top 
troops to the hospital 
with severe injuries. 
I can tell you now 

that my eyes were opened up 
to a level they should have been 
opened to right from day one. 

We preach safety as 
ammo or weapons troops on a 
daily basis , but do we really 
practice it 100 percent of the 
time? I can tell you that this 
ammo troop has done it ever 
since and will cont inue to live 
safety and teach safety until I 
no longer breathe AMMO 
(which will be the day I die)! 
There is no job small enough to 
disregard SAFETY! --._ 
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A Command Reduction in Safety Mishaps During the 
"1 01 Critical Days of Summer" Campaign! 

8 y acting responsibly, and partak
ing in better Personal Risk Man
agement practices, personnel in 
Air Combat Command helped re
duce non-fatal mishaps by 11 per

cent and 16 percent in fatal Class "A" 
mishaps during this year 's "1 01 Criti
cal Days of Summer" campaign . 

Compared to the FY 03 sum
mer campaign , ACC experienced the 
following reductions in safety mis
haps during the FY 04 campaign : 
automobile mishaps fell 35 percent 
from 35 to 23 and on-duty accidents 
decreased 21 percent from 39 to 31 . 
In the miscellaneous arena of slips, 
trips , and falls , mishaps were re
duced by 20 percent; our lowest rate 
in 5 years! Nevertheless , both 
sports and recreation and motor
cycle mishaps increased during this 

year 's safety campaign . Injuries in 
the Sports and Recreation category 
increased overall by 2 percent, pri
marily because of the slight in 
creases in both softball and cycling 
injuries. 

With an increase in the popu
larity of motorcycles , motorcycle in
juries also increased during the sum
mer campaign by 28 percent, from 
23 to 32 mishaps. However, the 
number of fatal motorcycle mishaps 
decreased by 20 perce~t during the 
summer campaign and has de 
creased by 23 percent for the year. 
The command 's reduction in fatal 
motorcycle mishaps can be prima
rily attributed to the Air Force and 

ACC's motorcycle safety initiatives . 
Because of the increases in motor
cycle fatalities throughout the Air 
Force over a 5-year-period , an Air 
Force-wide motorcycle safety initia
tive was mandated ... the USAF 
Worldwide Motorcycle Safety Sum
mit. As a result of the motorcycle 
summit , ACC mandated complete 
program reviews of all unit motor
cycle training courses to foster the 
development of improved rider 
skills for assigned personnel . 
Through this initiative , a motorcycle 
mentorship program was devel 
oped resulting in mishap reduct ions 
and improved rider skills for our 
personnel with little or no riding ex
perience . 

So far, the statistics indicate 
that ACC personnel are employing 

the basic principles of Personal 
Risk Management. More precisely, 
our command 's mishap reduction 
accomplishments can be directly 
attributed to vigorous safety plan
ning by the command 's safety pro
fessionals , proactive safety initia
tives within the command , and the 
direct involvement by our leaders , 
managers , and supervisors. 

In another telling statist ic , 
ACC reduced the number of fatal 
mishaps during this year 's cam
paign by 16 percent. While having 
fewer fatalities is a positive trend , 
it doesn't mean the work is over. 

According to ACC Vice Com
mander Lt Gen Bruce Wright , "We 

lost 9 ACC members to fatal mis
haps this summer - 9 irreplace
able warriors . The official end of 
that campaign provides us the per
fect opportunity to re-educate all 
our Airmen on the basic principles 
of ACT. ACT is simple: Assess the 
situation , Consider the options, and 
Take appropriate actions to stay 
alive. " It's simple ; everyone can 
use the principles of ACT to accom
plish personal risk assessment . 
The ACT principles were a big part 
of the "1 01 Critical Days of Sum
mer" campaign ; however, it was not 
the only safety in itiative used to 
help our personnel stay safe . 

Another cornerstone of suc
cess was the implementation of the 
"Safety Game Plan ." The "Safety 
Game Plan" required each ACC 

unit to develop , implement , and 
monitor programmatic solutions to 
any potentially high mishap area. By 
trending high mishap areas, concen
trated safety focus was placed di
rectly into the Achilles' heel of areas 
requiring increased emphasis. The 
"Safety Game Plan" placed the 
proper emphasis on personal safety 
both (on-and off-duty); however, if 
personnel continue to take unneces
sary risks and not foster a change in 
their behavioral paradigms, mishaps 
will continue to increase. 

Remember, to ensure we can 
accomplish the Air Force mission 
we need everyone in ACC alive and 
well. .,..._ 

The Combat Ed! 
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From e-mail: 
"Why did you use minefield clearance pictures for that reprint story on 

the Bag ram Safety office? First, I thought it was going to be a story on land 
mine safety It was just safety guys reading out of their continuity book. The 
pictures give the false impression that the safety office clears mine fields. " 

Our Response: 
My first response was to get defensive and I was 

about to push the launch button on an e-mail missile when 
I realized that someone not only had read the magazine, 
but had taken the time to respond , and provide feedback. 
I safely pinned the e-mail missile and responded with "as 
for the photos, many times the photos we use were not 
shot to run with an actual story. It is our intent to try to 
best tllustrate a story wtfh the photos that are a vat/able to 
us. Therefore, a photo that we publish may have been 
taken at an entirely different location for an entire I y 
dtfferent purpose ... " 

As for the article, The Combat Edge 
is a "stringer" publication that is depen
dent upon article submissions from its 
readers , i.e. , YOU , for material to print. 
It truly is the reader's magazine. If you 
think the Bagram story reads like 
"safety guys reading out of thei r con
tinuity book," please take the time to 
write a better one, submit it , we'll 
help you clean it up and then pub
lish it. Readers: you have the 
power to affect change, if you don't 
like the content of the magazine, 
give me something better to print, 
it's really that simple. My Point? "Don't 
curse the darkness, light a match ." 

We've made several layout changes to the maga
zine since April , and it will continue to evolve and change. 
Unfortunately, one thing that hasn't changed is the num
ber of article submissions (too few) and feedback on the 
magazine (too little) . Go figure , Airmen will swap e-mail 
messages about the latest Darwin Award winners, but they 
won 't take time to submit information to the magazine. 
Few take the time to fill out formal surveys, so I DARE 
YOU to clog the magaz ine e-mail box 
(acc.sem @ langley.af.mil) with stories, ideas, feedback , 
complaints or what you had for br-eakfast. I'm not picky; 1 
just want confirmation that someone is seeing what is 
printed, and getting something out of it. I'm an optimist 
and I'll let you know if you 've succeeded. 
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-A-NON-E-MOUSE 

Mishap prevention is serious business, but read
ers can only take so many stats, gloom, and carnage 
before tuning out and we achieve nothing. We want to 
strike a balance between providing solid safety infor
mation , while striving to take ourselves a little less seri
ously. I believe we can be a little less formal while still 
getting the safety message across to the reader. 

I believe pain is a good teacher, and first-hand ex
perience is valuable, but I prefer to learn from other people's 
mistakes because it hurts less. We observe, or have ''There 
I Was" and "Lessons Learned" experiences on- and off-

duty nearly every single day. We re-tell those stories to 
our neighbors, friends , and coworkers, but 

there is an even larger audience 
out there that can 

benefit from 
them. This is al

truism at its finest; 
if you did some-

th ing really stupid 
like disabling the 

safety features on 
your chain saw and 

lost a finger as a re
sult, tell us and we'll tell 

everyone how stupid 
you were, and what you 

learned from it. It's far 
better to have one nine-fingered 
Airman in ACC than nine, one-fingered 
ones. Joking aside, if you would be embarrassed by 
telling your story, or think you'll get in trouble, we'll with
hold an author's name and print a story listing the author 
as "A-NON-E-MOUSE (a-la Combat Crew the old SAC 
Safety Magazine)" as long as we here in ACC Safety have 
the original author's name and can verify the story. 

Take control of the process, make the magazine 
better, and remember: you don't have to be a Pulitzer 
Prize winning author; you just need to tell a story with a 
good ground, flight, or weapons safety message and pass 
it on to us. 

-Editor 
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Mishap Statistics Scoreboard
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FY04 Weapons As of September 30, 2004
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Aircraft Notes

September yielded 2 Class As in ACC.
Both were drones: one QF-4 and one Preda-
tor. Now for the good news ... ACC's Class A
rate for FY04 was 1.34 per 100,000 flying hours.
Statistically, FY04 was the safest year in ACC
history! Over the past 12 months we lost one
aviator, 2 Fighting Falcons, 1 Eagle, 1 Warthog,
1 QF-4, and 5 Predators. In case you're a math
major, the cats and dogs were 2 Class A mis-
haps where the aircraft was fixable and 3
trashed engines. You're right, none of this is
"good" news, but our challenge is to minimize
the "bad" news. FY04 numbers say we're on
the right track. Check yourself before you wreck
yourself. Fly Safe!

Ground Notes

ACC finished FY04 with 28 Class A mis-
haps, a reduction of 3 (10 percent) from FY03.
There were 27 fatalities, a reduction of 2. There
were 8 PMV2 mishaps, 15 PMV4 mishaps, and
5 sport and recreation mishaps. In the Class B
arena we experienced 3 mishaps (all perma-
nent partial disabilities) as opposed to 2 in FY03,
a 33 percent increase.

Weapons Notes

The end of this fiscal year has capped off
another banner year for weapons safety. We
had zero Class A mishaps but a slight upward
trend in Class Bs and Cs. However, Class D
mishaps and HAPs are on the downward trend.
We need to stay focused on all areas, imple-
menting any and all measures to keep weap-
ons safety at the forefront of the minds of all
Airmen. Keep up the great work!

Class A - Permanent Total Disability; Property Damage $1,000,000 or more
Class B - Permanent Partial Disability; Property Damage between $200,000 and $1,000,000
Class C - Lost Workday; Property Damage between $20,000 and $200,000
* Non-rate Producing
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Symbols for Mishap Aircraft

464
.1- 1 () 13 -I F -hi 13-2 U -2 1

4-zi 4
R(1 -1 QV-1 HH-ho F -1.3 HQ. I 111.3s
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